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Abstract 

Reducing car use and promoting public transport in the cross border area of Luxembourg has become a priority for sustainable 
development of the Greater region. In this study, we analyze daily mobility mode choice behavior of these cross border workers, 
in particular, focusing on their multimodal mode choices (e.g. park and ride mode choice) and on their trip chaining behavior. A 
rule-based approach based on Bayesian networks is proposed to capture the non-linear effects of related determinants/constraints 
on individuals’ mode choice behavior. The result shows the propose Bayesian network has a competitive performance compared 
with classical discrete choice models with reasonable good corrected prediction rates.  
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1. Introduction 

Reducing car use and promoting public transport in the cross border area of Luxembourg has become a priority 
for sustainable development of the Greater region. According to STATEC (STATEC 2015), the number of cross 
border workers, i.e. individuals working in Luxembourg but living in Germany, France or Belgium, has increased to 
161 300 in 2013. In spite of good impression of public transportation service, car is still the main transport mode for 
their daily commuting trips (Schmitz et al. 2012). Facing to increasing daily mobility demand and a high car-use 
dependency, better understanding travelers’ mode choice behavior provides useful insight for the stakeholders to 
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promote public transport and soft modes. Although the cross-border worker mobility survey of Luxembourg 
(Schmitz et al. 2012) has collected detailed daily travel-activity data, the issues in the causal structure and decision 
process of their mode choice behavior are still less studied. By distinguishing various multimodal combinations as 
alternatives (instead of grouping them by a main mode with longest travel time), this study aims to model complex 
mode choice behavior in relationship with relevant determinants and causal structure of their mode choice behavior.  

Mode choice models are usually based on random utility theory, which assumes individuals aim at maximizing 
the utility of their choice. The utility of an alternative of choice is expressed as a function of its attributes. 
Unobserved preference of decision makers is modeled as an error term following some probability distributions. The 
error term can represents bounded/non-complete rational behavior. More flexible models have also been developed 
such as nested logit or probit models for modelling the correlations between choice alternatives (Bhat, 1997) and 
mixed logit models for incorporating preference heterogeneity (Greene and Hensher, 2003; Train 2009). In spite of 
the popularity of the discrete choice models, past studies have revealed the limits of utility-maximization framework 
(Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985; Train 2009) for modeling discrete choice behavior, resulting in recent developments 
in rule-based reasoning/modeling system for inferring travelers’ choice behavior (Vause, 1997; Arentze and 
Timmermans, 2004, 2007; Janssens et al. 2004, 2006). The rational choice theory assumes individuals make their 
choice decisions based on the comparison of different alternatives in their choice set and select one with maximum 
utility. The theory assumes that a decision maker has complete information about his choice alternatives and has full 
cognitive capacity and time to compare the alternatives. These disadvantages lead to its model extensions based on 
bounded rationality of human decision making (Newell and Simon 1972, Rubinstein, 1998) and to the development 
of causal modeling of decision making under uncertainty (Sloman 2005). In this study, we focus on the latter one by 
applying Bayesian networks (BN, or Bayesian belief networks) for modeling mode choice behavior. We analyze 
their daily mobility mode choice behavior, in particular, focusing on the causal relationship by taking into account 
multimodal mode choice (e.g. park and ride mode choice) and trip chaining.  

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we review firstly main determinants of mode choice 
decision making and then present Bayesian network modeling approach for reasoning travelers’ mode choice 
decision. Section 3 reports descriptive statistics of the survey data and discusses possible causal relationships 
between the determinants. Section 4 presents the proposed Bayesian networks for causal structure modeling of 
travelers’ mode choice. Model calibration and validation are tested and compared with the traditional multinomial 
logit model. Finally the conclusion is drawn and future extensions are discussed.      

2. Determinants of mode choice behavior and Bayesian network modeling approach 

2.1. Determinants of mode choice behavior 

Modeling mode choice behavior needs to understand the relevant determinants and their causal relationships to 
explain travelers’ decisions. Past studies show mode choice may be influenced by different factors (Ye et al. 2007; 
Krygsman et al. 2007; Carpentier and Gerber 2009; De Witte et al. 2013; Enaux and Gerber 2014; Ma et al. 2015):  
 Journey characteristics: trip purpose, trip chaining, weather condition, departure time, travel time, travel 

distance, travel cost etc.   
 Socio-demographic characteristics: driving license, car availability, season ticket ownership, presence of 

children, gender, age, household income, household composition, occupation etc. 
 Spatial characteristics: population density of residential location, proximity to infrastructure and services, 

parking, frequency of public transport etc. 
 Socio-psychological factors: habits, lifestyle, transport mode perception, past positive/negative experience etc. 

In general, these factors are correlated, and their relationships are usually implicit and sometimes unobservable. 
To investigate the causal structure of choice outcomes, some causal structure modeling technique, e.g. structural 
equation modeling approach, has been applied to identify these complex relationships (Simma and Axhausen, 2001). 
The identified causal structures can be served as references for further adjustments to find better causal models based 
on the empirical data.   
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2.2. Bayesian network modeling approach 

A Bayesian network is a mathematical modelling of causal relationships between a set of variables for a problem 
domain. Such a probabilistic network is a good modeling tool for representing graphically causal relations 
associated with uncertainty for related inference problems or decision making problems. Bayesian network 
modelling approach have been successfully applied to medical diagnostics, decision support systems, semantic 
search, bioinformatics etc. (Abramson and Finizza, 1991; Anderson et al.1991; Bacon et al. 2002). In Bayesian 
networks, causal relations between variables are represented by conditional probabilities, indicating a kind of if-then 
rule under uncertainty. A Bayesian network consists of two components: a structural model (causal relations among 
variables) and parameters (conditional probabilities). The structural model assumes dependent/independent relations 
among variables and characterizes the conditional probability of variables. Bayesian networks allow us to identify 
the causal relations and inference travellers’ mode choice according to each traveller’s profile. Moreover, the 
precision of the model can be improved over time when new coming evidences further updating the beliefs 
associated with the network.  

Let a Bayesian network be described by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G=(V, E) where V is a set of nodes and E 
is a set of directed arcs. Let us define a set of domain variables X, relevant to characterize the problem variable Y, i.e. 
mode choice decision over a finite set of transport mode alternatives. Xv denotes the variable associated to node v. A 
directed arc (u, v) represents a dependent relationship from u (cause) to v (effect). Node u is called parent of node v 
and node v is called child of node u. A DAG is a graphical representation of dependent relationships of a set of 
variables. The type of variables can be binary, discrete or continuous, representing possible outcomes of variables. In 
Bayesian networks, if there is no connection between two nodes, they are assumed conditional independent (Markov 
property, Lauritzen et al. (1990)). Given each node is conditional independent of its non-descendants, the joint 
probability distribution of domain variables defined by a BN can be calculated by applying chain rule as (Pearl, 
2009)      

)()( )(vpavVvv XXPXP                                                                                                                            (1) 

, where pa(v) is the parent nodes of v. )( )(vpav XXP  is the conditional probability distribution of the child node v, 

given the values of its parent nodes. The chain rule allows to compute the joint probability efficiently. The reader is 
referred to Pearl (2009) and Kjærulff and Madsen (2013) for more detailed description.  
The learning of Bayesian networks consists of: (1) structure learning, and (2) parameter learning. Structure learning 
determines conditional dependency/independency between nodes (variables). Parameter learning determines the 
conditional probability tables (CPT), given network structure and evidence from the data. For example, a simple 
Bayesian network is shown in Fig. 1. Mode choice outcome is conditioned by three parent nodes: presence of 
children in the household (child), difficulty of parking (Parking) and driving license ownership (D_license). The 
probability distributions for Child, Parking and D_license are unconditional probability distributions because there is 
no parent nodes. The interesting applications of Bayesian networks is when entering new evidences, i.e. the fact of 
knowing the value of some variables, we can predict the probabilities of our interested outcome variable. The 
computation of the updated CPTs can be based on the maximum likelihood estimation or Bayesian estimation 
(Jensen and Nielsen, 2007; Pearl, 2009) 
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Fig.1 Example of a small Bayesian network with its conditional probability tables (left). After entering new evidence (i.e. given the value of some 
variables, in this case, parking is difficult), mode choice probability changes (probability of choice for car reduces from 0.798 to 0.665 if parking 
is difficult for a respondent). Note that for “child” node, 1.41±0.49 indicates its mean (1.41) and standard deviation (0.49). 

As for the structure learning, we adopt a greedy search heuristic by firstly setting up an initial legal (i.e. acyclic and 
logically sound) network structure and then iteratively adjust its structures until its performance score cannot be 
improved. The performance score can be measured by score functions based on Euclidean distance between the 
probability distributions or on Bayesian Information Criterion. The greedy search heuristic is defined as (Jensen and 
Nielsen, 2007): 
 
Greedy search heuristic 
Step 0: Given initial structure S0, set initial best performance score u*=u(S0), i=0.  
Step 1: Do legal arc operations o(Si) and compute the difference of performance scores Δ(o(Si)). 
Step 2: if Δ(o(Si))>0 then update best obtained structure S*=S(Si, o(Si)), i=: i+1. 
Step 3: Repeat Step1 and Step 2 until S* cannot be further improved.    

3. Data 

The data set is based on the mobility survey of cross border workers in the Greater Region of Luxembourg 
(Schmitz et al. 2012). The greater region contains the cross border area between Luxembourg and its three 
neighbors, namely France, Germany and Belgium. In 2010, there was totally 146 000 cross border workers who 
used car as main commuting mode, resulting in recurrent road network congestion in this area. Thus there was an 
important need to collect data for better understanding their daily mobility practices in order to reduce car use and 
promote public transport uses. A total of 7235 valid samples was collected. The respondents were asked to report the 
travel diary of their precedent working day before the day of the survey. The survey data contains one-day travel 
diary and related spatial and socio-demographic information. Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of the sample. 
Surveyed questions about trip chaining information contain: departure and arrival times and destinations, principal 
trip purposes, waiting time and searching time for parking. For each trip, transport mode, travel time and estimated 
distance are collected. The descriptive statistics is shown in Table 1. Most cross border workers are man (60%), 
living in couple (72%) with presence of children (56%). The average number of cars in the household is relatively 
high (3.24) and most respondents have driving license (96%). The household income distribution is relatively high. 
As for transport mode choice, it is classified into five categories: walk, bike, car, public transport, and multimodal 
(car + public transport). It is shown car is the dominant mode for the cross border workers, accounting for 79.7% for 
all trips. The average number of trips is 2.65 and travel time is 39.2 minutes.        

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the sample (sample size =7235 individuals) 

Variable Definition Mean 

Socio-demographic and spatial characteristics 
Male 1 if male, 0 female (% of 1) 0.60 

Couple 1 if couple, else 0 (% of 1) 0.72 
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Children 1 if presence of children in the household, and 0 otherwise 0.56 

N_car Number of cars in the household 3.24 

License 1 if the individual has a driving license, and 0 otherwise (% of 1) 0.96 

Household income 
after tax 

0-2000 euros/month 

2000-4000 euros/month 

4000-6000 euros/month 

6000-8000 euros/month 

8000 or more euros/month 

6.08 

42.30 

30.67 

11.61 

4.31 

Trip characteristics 

Mode_work Walk 

Bike and motorcycle 

Car 

Public transport 

Car + Public transport 

5.74% 

0.18% 

79.7% 

4.1% 

7.5% 

N_trip Number of trips during individuals’ last working days 2.65 

Parking_easy 1 if finding a parking at work place is easy, and 0 otherwise 0.45 

WP_fixed 1 if the individual’s work place is fixed, and 0 otherwise 0.92 

Dest_act Trip destination is in Luxembourg  

Trip destination is in the country of residence 

37% 

61% 

Travel time Travel time of trip (minute) 39.2  

        Remarks: Soft mode is related to walk, bicycle and moto-bike, public transport is related to bus and train.   

4. Estimation results 

In this section, Bayesian network modeling approach is applied to model the causal structure of mode choice 
behavior. The performance of the Bayesian network is compared to a traditional multinomial logit model. The data 
set is divided into a training dataset (random 75% of total trips) and a test dataset (the rest of total trips) for model 
validation. Based on the literature review in Section 2.1, the variables considered are listed in Table 2. For socio-
demographic variables, gender, household composition may influence the probability of choosing car for conducting 
certain activities (e.g. pick up or drop off children to school). Household income, number of cars in the household 
and driving license may influence car availability for an individual. Full-time or part-time job may influence 
departure time for work trip and the scheduling of other activities, resulting in different mode choice outcomes. For 
journey characteristics, trip purposes influence destination choices of trip, resulting in different mode choice 
decision with least travel time/cost. Other relevant decision variables are travel time, departure time of trip and 
travel cost. Moreover, trip chain complexity may also influence an individual’s mode choice decision to optimize 
his/her trip chaining. As for spatial factor, easy/difficult to find a place of parking is related to trip destination. The 
outcome variable is an individual’s mode choice which is classified into: walk, bike/moto, car, public transport and 
multimodal (car+ public transport). The continuous variables (travel time of trip and travel distance of trip) are 
further discretized based on its frequency. Note one can use other methods to handle continuous variables (Kjærulff, 
and Madsen 2013) which may influence the performance of Bayesian networks.  

  The obtained structure of Bayesian network is shown in Fig. 2. Mode choice decision is directly influenced by 
journey characteristics: parking difficulty, travel time of trip, travel distance of trip, driving license ownership and 
number of car in the household. Trip purposes influence departure time choice and activity destination which may 
determine travel time, travel distance and parking availability at destination and then influence individuals’ mode 
choice. Household characteristics (gender, couple, presence of children and household income) determine household 
members’ activity needs and derives travel demand on space and transportation services. We can find Bayesian 
networks provide intrinsic possible causal relationships between the determinants, which can be easily understood 
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for explaining individuals’ choice decision. The probability conditional tables of the Bayesian network are shown in 
Fig 3. For the nodes without parents (e.g. gender), the probability tables represent related marginal probability 
distributions. For child nodes, its conditional probability tables are computed based on the probability distributions 
of its parents’ nodes.     

Table 2. Node definition and values 

Node Definition Value 

Socio-demographic characteristics 

Gender Gender of the individual 1 male, 2 female 

T_job Full-time or part-time job 1 full-time job, 2 part-time job  

Couple The individual living in couple 1 yes, 2 no 

Child Presence of children in the 
household 

1 yes, 2 no 

HH_income Household net monthly income 1 < 2000€, 2 2000€-4000€, 3, 4000€-6000€, 4 6000€-8000€, 5 >8000€ 

N_car Number of car in the household 1 no car, 2 1 car, 3 two or more cars 

D_license Having driving license 1 yes, 2 no 

Journey characteristics 

T_purpose Trip purpose 1 pickup/drop off someone, 2 go home, 3 work/school, 4 having a meal / shopping, 
5 personal business, 6 social-recreation, 7 others 

T_tour Type of tour in which the trip is 
located 

1 1-stop (one out-of-home activity), 2 2 or 3 stops? 3 4 or 5 stops, 4 more than 5 
stops 

D_time Departure time of trip 1 within peak hours (7:00-9:00 or 17:00-19:00) 2 within non-peak hours 

T_time1 Travel time of trip 1 <=5 min., 2 5-10 min., 3 10-20 min., 4 20-40 min., 5 40-60min., 6 60-80 min., 7 
80-90 8 >=90 min. 

T_distance2 Travel distance of trip 1 <=1km, 2 1-3km, 3 3-11.4km, 4 11.4-34 km, 5 34-50km, 6 50-70km, 7 70-85km, 
8 >85km 

Spatial characteristics 

Dest_act Destination  1 Luxembourg, 2 Country of residence, 3 others 

Parking Facility/difficulty to find a 
parking at work place 

1 easy, 2 difficult, 3 impossible 

Dependent variable 

Mode_choice3 Transport mode of trip 1 walk, 2 bike or motorcycle, 3 car, 4 bus/train, 5 car+ bus/train  

Remark: 1. travel time of a trip is computed as the difference between its arrival time and departure time; 2. travel distance of a trip is computed 
based on the shortest routes of network; 3 car: including car driver and car passenger. 
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Fig.2 Bayesian network of mode choice decision of cross border workers of Luxembourg 

 

Fig3 Conditional probability tables of the Bayesian network for individuals’ mode choice decision of the cross border workers of Luxembourg  

The performance of Bayesian networks is shown in Table 3. The training set accounts for 75% of total sample 
and the test set for the rest 25% of total sample. The overall corrected prediction rates (i.e. percentage of the same 
observed and predicted choices) for BN is higher (86.7%) than multinomial logit model (MNL) (84.9%) in the 
training set. However, for the test data set, their performances are similar (83.4% v.s. 83%). When regarding in a 
more detail, car and walk are more successfully predicted compared to public transport and multimodal choices. The 
result could be explained by the fact that most relevant determinants for car and walk choices are included in the 
model, e.g. travel time, travel distance, easy/difficult to find a parking space etc. However, for public transport and 
multimodal choices, some relevant variables, e.g. number of transfer or waiting time at stops, might be missing in 
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the model. As a result, the corrected prediction rates for the two modes are less convincing. For comparison purpose, 
we utilized the same explanatory variables as the BN in Fig. 3 for the MNL model estimation except for driving 
license (D_license, binary variable). This is because there is a very high driving license ownership for the 
respondents (96%) in the sample. Moreover, we designated PT as the reference alternative to investigate the 
influence of these determinants on respondents’ mode choice probabilities. The estimated MNL model is shown in 
Table 4. The overall fitness of the model (p-value of Chi-Square test <0.0001) shows the determinants have 
statistically significant effects. The McFadden’s R2 is 0.3413. 

For the pair comparison between car and PT, we found travel time, travel distance, easy/difficult to find a parking 
space, type of tour, number of cars in the household, household income, presence of children, household type 
(couple or not) and type of job (full-time or part-time job) have significant effects on relative choice probabilities 
between these two modes. The result is consistent with the BN in Fig.3, in which the six determinants (T_time, 
T_distance, Parking, N_car, D_license, Child) directly influence mode choice probability distribution. As regards 
the estimated coefficients, the positive sign of a coefficient means increasing the value of an attribute will increase 
the utility of that alternative, resulting in increasing the relative choice probability compared to the reference 
alternative. Note that the MNL model assumes the IIA property (Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives Property), 
which assumes the choice probability between any two alternatives is independent of the presence of the other 
alternatives. Under the IIA property, we found full-time job workers have higher probability in the use of car. 
Couple, number of car, complex tour and long-distance trip have positive effect on the use of car. On the contrary, 
non-presence of children, higher household income, longer travel time and difficult to find a parking space have 
higher probability to use public transport. Similar analyses can be conducted for choice preference of walk-PT and 
multimodal-PT pairs. We found that the MNL model may show contrary effects of some attributes compared to 
other empirical findings in the literature. This may be due to the unrealistic IIA assumption of the MNL model. 
Moreover, compared to the BNs the MNL model cannot capture the endogenous/causal relationships between the 
explanatory variables.          

Table 3. Corrected prediction rates of Bayesian networks and multinomial logit model for training and test datasets 

Training set (n=8941) Test set (n=3052) 

Corrected prediction1 (%) Corrected prediction (%) 

Mode N of trips MNL model BN N of trips MNL model BN 

Walk 320 40.6 64.1 111 31.5 63.1 

Bike/motorbike 18 0.0 22.2 9 0.0 0.0 

Car 7391 97.5 97.6 2539 95.3 95.2 

Public transport 422 22.0 36.5 136 26.5 11.0 

Multimodal 790 21.1 21.9 257 21.4 12.5 

Total 8941 84.9 86.7 3052 83.4 83.0 
                Remark: 1. Correction prediction rates is calculated with respect to each transport mode 
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Table 4 Estimation result of the MNL model 

Mode  Variable Coef. Std. Mode  Variable Coef. Std. 

PT Reference mode   
Walk Gender 0.376* 0.199 Car Gender 0.096 0.128 

T_job -0.449* 0.264   T_job -0.439** 0.175 

Couple 0.249 0.27   Couple 0.787*** 0.159 

Child -0.205 0.214   Child -0.494*** 0.136 

HH_income -0.154 0.106   HH_income -0.380*** 0.069 

N_car 1.432*** 0.219   N_car 2.178*** 0.126 

T_purpose 0.338*** 0.087   T_purpose -0.114 0.075 

T_tour 0.385*** 0.122   T_tour 0.406*** 0.078 

D_time 0.771*** 0.213   D_time -0.008 0.118 

TTime -0.028*** 0.005   TTime -0.069*** 0.003 

TDistance -0.352*** 0.03   TDistance 0.055*** 0.003 

Dest_act -0.685*** 0.155   Dest_act -0.082 0.069 

Parking -0.718*** 0.178   Parking -0.645*** 0.096 

_cons -0.971 1.165   _cons 0.349 0.693 

Bike/Moto Gender -0.451 0.574 Multimodal Gender 0.666*** 0.143 

T_job -0.512 0.863   T_job -0.349* 0.194 

Couple 0.758 0.682   Couple 0.766*** 0.184 

Child -0.361 0.619   Child -0.285* 0.153 

HH_income -0.653* 0.341   HH_income -0.250*** 0.079 

N_car 0.549 0.546   N_car 2.092*** 0.155 

T_purpose 0.359** 0.171   T_purpose -0.163 0.103 

T_tour 0.171 0.31   T_tour -0.108 0.092 

D_time 0.025 0.505   D_time -0.029 0.133 

TTime -0.053 0.019   TTime 0.002 0.002 

TDistance 0.002 0.022   TDistance 0.018*** 0.003 

Dest_act 0.399 0.302   Dest_act -0.078 0.083 

Parking -1.178* 0.695   Parking -0.580*** 0.116 

  _cons -0.489 2.980   _cons -4.589*** 0.853 

  N= 8941; Log likelihood = -3814.0013;Prob > chi2 <  0.0001;Pseudo R2         =     0.3413 
                 Remark: 1.TTime and TDistance is travel time of trip and travel distance of trip, respectively (continuous variables). 2. 

D_license is removed due to the extremely high driving license ownership. 3.* means 0.05 < p-value  0.1; ** means 0.01 
< p-value  0.05 ;*** means p-value  0.01. 
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4. Conclusions 

In this study, Bayesian networks are applied to model commuters’ mode choice decision. We investigate possible 
causal structure of commuters’ mode choice behavior and estimate the model parameters. A greedy search approach 
is applied to identify underlying causal structure of mode choice which allows to predict commuters’ mode choice.  
The empirical data is based on the cross-border worker mobility survey of Luxembourg. We compared the 
performance of Bayesian network with that of multinomial logit model and found similar corrected prediction rates. 
Further studies are necessary to improve the performance of Bayesian networks. Possible directions include 
introducing other relevant variables, different discretization schemes for continuous variables or using data-driven 
causal structure learning approach. To improve the performance the present model, hierarchical Bayesian network 
models, in which the combination of continuous and discrete variables can be integrated by a link function, could be 
specified and compared to the present BN model. Moreover, different calibration methods of BNs could be 
compared and discussed in the future extensions. The test of the performance of the BNs on different mobility 
survey data would be helpful to confirm the validity of model comparisons between the BNs and utility-based 
discrete choice models.    
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